Abstract-Automatic image annotation methods are extremely beneficial for image search, retrieval, and organization systems. The lack of strict correlation between semantic concepts and visual features, referred to as the semantic gap, is a huge challenge for annotation systems. In this paper, we propose an image annotation model that incorporates contextual cues collected from sources both intrinsic and extrinsic to images, to bridge the semantic gap. The main focus of this paper is a large real-world data set of news images that we collected. Unlike standard image annotation benchmark data sets, our data set does not require human annotators to generate artificial ground truth descriptions after data collection, since our images already include contextually meaningful and real-world captions written by journalists. We thoroughly study the nature of image descriptions in this real-world data set. News image captions describe both visual contents and the contexts of images. Auxiliary information sources are also available with such images in the form of news article and metadata (e.g., keywords and categories). The proposed framework extracts contextual-cues from available sources of different data modalities and transforms them into a common representation space, i.e., the probability space. Predicted annotations are later transformed into sentencelike captions through an extractive framework applied over news articles. Our context-driven framework outperforms the state of the art on the collected data set of approximately 20 000 items, as well as on a previously available smaller news images data set.
I. INTRODUCTION
A UTOMATIC generation of accurate and concise image descriptions can aid image search, retrieval, and organization systems. The semantic gap, i.e. the lack of strong correlation between the visual features and the semantic concepts defined in terms of textual labels, is a huge challenge faced by the annotation systems. We present a framework that incorporates contextual information to generate 1) individual textual annotations, and 2) sentence-like captions for images.
Human annotators with no knowledge of the context of images were asked to write descriptions for images of popular image annotation benchmark datasets like ESP and MSCOCO. In real-world, people describe images in their context. For example, social media users may upload images of certain events, such as a vacation, a ceremony, or a rally, and describe them in the context of those events. Caption of an image associated with a news articles often includes hints to the news story behind the image. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show two similar looking images. Image caption in Figure 1 (a) is an artificial description from MSCOCO dataset. Image caption in Figure 1 (b) is a real-world description which includes hints to the context of the image such as 'CEO', 'resignation', etc. As illustrated by this example, context adds another layer of ambiguity between image features and its textual description, worsening the semantic gap between visual and textual representations.
While most of the previously proposed image description generation methods have focused on datasets with artificial image captions such as IAPR TC-12 and MSCOCO, our framework is aimed at producing descriptions that match real-world image captions. We collected a large dataset of news images and their actual captions, along with their associated news articles, news categories, and keyword labels. 1 There is no need to employ human annotators to write artificial captions devoid of any context, for these images. This dataset is ideal for evaluating the similarity between the system-generated and the real-world descriptions.
We propose a two-stage framework. The first stage predicts individual words as annotations for images. This stage incorporates context as well as the contents of the images to predict accurate annotations. Our method extracts contextual information from both the image and its auxiliary information sources. Our news dataset is an excellent example of real-world data, where in addition to images various auxiliary information sources (e.g. news articles, keywords, category labels) are available. Propagation of semantics between such heterogeneous information sources is often implemented by finding a 'common representation space' [1] . We use the probability space as the common representation space as the information from different data spaces (e.g. images, text, keywords, and news categories) can be combined in a common probabilistic framework. We assume that each context source comprises of several context categories, e.g., images can be divided into image classes, or the text (news article) covers several "topics". Therefore, the context representation from each source reduces to estimating the probability distribution of the context categories conditioned on the source of context for the training and the test items. These probability distributions are then combined in a generative model for image annotation, thus incorporating the estimated context.
The second stage of our framework generates an appropriate caption for the image, given 1) the annotations predicted for the image by the first stage of the framework, 2) the article associated with the image. Availability of an article with each image enables us to develop a caption generation technique inspired by extractive summarization and headline generation methods proposed in natural language processing. We incorporate context at this stage of the framework as described in Section VI. Our experiments prove the benefits of incorporating context in the process of both image annotation and caption generation.
We also studied the nature of news image captions in terms of image representation learning through deep neural networks. We call the first stage of our system 'image annotation' to comply with the terminology of previous works [2] - [4] . News images, in a sense, are already 'annotated' with articles. The first stage of our system predicts words/tags to be directly associated with images. This output is similar, in appearance and purpose, to the outputs of previous 'image annotation' methods. Otherwise, the first stage of our framework can be called 'summarization' of image-related information. The second stage of our system extracts sentencelike descriptions for images, called 'captions'.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of previously proposed image description generation methods. The problem is formally introduced in Section III. Our dataset is described in Section IV. Sections V and VI describe the annotation and the caption generation stages of our framework, respectively. The context estimation process is described in Section VII. Sections VIII and IX describe the results of our extensive experimental validation and parameter optimization, respectively, followed by the concluding remarks in Section X.
II. RELATED WORK
A variety of methods have been proposed in the past to annotate images with descriptive words. To bridge the semantic gap between visual and textual representations, visual features embedded with semantic information were proposed [5] - [8] . Image annotation is usually modeled as multi-label classification problem but the classification labels or textual tags are not independent of each other. Textual annotations form a concept ontology that is incorporated in the image annotation process [9] , [10] . Graph-based algorithms explore and diffuse semantic information from such concepts [11] , [12] . Annotation models have been based on non-negative matrix factorization and Hessian regularization [13] , [14] , as well as group sparse modeling of visual features and textual labels [15] . Annotation models require labeled training data. Some active learning systems have been proposed to intelligently generate such labeled data [16] , [17] . Relevance model from the domain of machine translation was adapted to translate visual contents into textual annotations [2] , [18] . Nearest-neighbor type algorithms use iterative optimization to determine the best neighbors from which to propagate the labels to a new image [3] , [4] . They outperform relevance model based methods, but are computationally more expensive. Blei et al. proposed a probabilistic topic modeling scheme for document collection [19] , which was later adapted to image annotation [20] . Images can be annotated with objects and actions, identified in them using object and action recognizers [21] . This approach relies on the availability of robust recognition methods for objects and actions, which are limited for practical unconstrained settings.
The problem of caption generation can be framed as ranking of hand-written image descriptions [22] . Nouns and verbs detected as objects and actions in images, or any identifiable keyphrases, can be glued together to form sentences [21] , [23] . Variations of deep convolutional neural network proposed for hand-written digit recognition [24] have been trained over the ImageNet dataset for object recognition. Visual features extracted from such CNN have been incorporated with sequential neural networks to generate sentence-like captions [25] .
The above mentioned annotation and caption generation methods work with images without any additional information attached. Many real-world image datasets, e.g. news images, have auxiliary information sources available with them. Feng et al. collected a small news image dataset and treated the associated news articles as an auxiliary source of information for image annotation and caption generation [26] - [28] . An alternative is to annotate images in the light of associated text (e.g. news articles and the text on the webpage), while ignoring the visual features [29] - [31] . We argue in favor of incorporating all available information sources to predict annotations that encompass broad image understanding. We previously explored context information extraction from the image itself [32] . In this paper, we propose a generalized framework to incorporate context information from all available heterogeneous auxiliary information sources for image annotation. We also propose a context-sensitive extractive framework for caption generation. Our strategy alleviates the need for large image databases, handwritten candidate captions, computationally expensive object/action recognition methods, and training of deep neural networks. 
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
The framework takes a news item (Y ) consisting of an image (Y I ) and its auxiliary information sources, i.e. the article (Y d ), the news category label (Y n ), and the keyword (Y key ) to produces 1) word annotations (w Y ) and 2) a sentence-like caption (H Y ) for the image. The framework is provided with a labeled training dataset X consisting of news image-caption pairs along with their associated articles, news category labels, and keywords. The method identifies context-categories (C) among the training data such that each context-category C k is represented by a subset of training items (X C k ⊂ X ). The proposed approach employs four different methods to build such context-categories (Section VII). We then proceed to estimate the probability of all context-categories conditioned over the context information extracted from all four components of the test item (θ
. This context information is incorporated while predicting word annotations (Section V) as well as producing a sentence-like caption (Section VI) for the test image. Figure  2 provides an overview of the framework. Table I provides a list of introduced notations.
IV. COLLECTION OF A NEWS IMAGES DATASET
The aim of the proposed framework is to automatically generate an image description that matches the real-world description of a given image. For evaluating such a framework, a dataset of images and their real-world captions is required. Since image annotation datasets like IAPR TC-12, Flickr30k and MSCOCO contain artificial image descriptions, we collected our own dataset of images with their actual captions.
We downloaded articles from the website of the TIME magazine. 2 We ensured that each downloaded article has one image and the image is associated with a caption. We collected 19841 such articles-image-caption tuples. We also collected the title of the article and the keywords assigned to it. TIME magazine divides articles into 10 news categories. We retained information regarding the news category of each article.
Texts of articles and captions were tokenized, lemmatized, and part-of-speech tagged using TreeTagger. 3 The vocabulary set contains only nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Figures 3 and 4 show the distribution of the data across news categories and keywords, respectively. Average lengths of articles, captions, and titles are 163, 10 and 5 words, respectively, in terms of the selected vocabulary set. Average image-size is 480 × 320 pixels.
Feng et al. presented the BBC dataset which is a small collection of news images, captions, and articles [26] . They manually evaluated the dataset to conclude that nouns, verbs and adjectives mentioned in an image caption are considered 'relevant' to the image as annotation labels by humans [28] . News images and their captions form an excellent benchmark to test image description generation systems in terms of the similarity between the system-generated and the real-world image descriptions. Our dataset is six times larger than the BBC dataset. It also contains auxiliary information sources like keywords and news category labels, which were missing in the BBC dataset. Thus, the collected TIME dataset enables us to throughly test our system that derives context information from images as well as their auxiliary information sources.
V. AUTOMATIC ANNOTATION PREDICTION
In this section, we present our generative model inspired by relevance model [18] , that incorporates both the context and the content of images for predicting annotations. We refer to our annotation model as "context-AIA".
Each training image X I , such that X ∈ X , consists of a set of visual units r X = {r x1 , r x2 ....r x B } representing its visual contents, and is associated with a set of unique words w X = {w x1 , w x2 , w x3 , . . .}. P(X|C k ) is the conditional distribution for X over the context-categories. We assume that every word in w X is an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) sample from an underlying multinomial distribution P V C k (.|X), and each visual component is a random sample from an underlying multivariate distribution P R (.|X).
Let Section VII describes the process of identification of context-categories in terms of the subsets of the training data X C k , and estimation of the association of the training and the test items with these categories, i.e. P(X|C k ) and
The following generative model assumes that the test images and their descriptions are generated by the same model that generates the training dataset X . P(r, w|θ Y ) is estimated through expectation over the training set X , as follows
• pick a context-category C k ∈ C with probability P(C k |θ Y ) -pick a training image X ∈ X with probability
* pick a visual component from distribution P R (.|X) The above expectation process is summarized as
Each word w a is an i.i.d. sample drawn from the set V C k with probability P V C k (.|X). V C k is the vocabulary set of the context-category C k and is a subset of the overall vocabulary set V (V C k ⊆ V). V C k contains words used in the descriptions of images of the set X C k . P V C k (w a |X) is the w th a component of this distribution. Its Bayes estimation, given a Dirichlet prior, is
δ a is 1 if the word w a is an annotation for X. μ is an empirically selected constant. N ak is the number of samples from X C k with the word w a as their annotation while
is the density estimate for generating the visual component r b , given a training item X. We assume the following non-parametric kernel based density estimate, assuming that r X = {r x1 , r x2 ....r x B } represents the visual units of the training image X I .
This is the Gaussian density kernel with the covariance matrix , which can be modeled as βI, where I is the identity matrix. β determines the smoothness around the point r xb and can be determined on a held-out set of data.
VI. AUTOMATIC CAPTION GENERATION
An article is available with every news image, enabling us to frame the problem of caption generation as text summarization. Our approach is tailored to account for the text in the article with respect to the properties of the image. Text summarization techniques can be broadly classified into two classes: a) Extractive and b) Abstractive [33] . In a nutshell, extractive techniques rely on selecting the best sentences from the available text, while abstractive techniques try to put together a sentence with the help of language models.
Our approach falls under the extractive category of techniques and will be hereafter referred to as "context-EXT". To generate the caption for a news image, there are two major sources of information; a) image, and b) article. Our approach is to estimate the distribution P(w ∈ H Y |Y, θ Y ), i.e. the probability of the word w appearing in the caption, conditioned over Y (test image and its auxiliary information), and θ Y (context information of Y ), as a weighted summation of the distributions
The distribution P(w ∈ H Y |Y I , θ Y ) represents the information from the image. It is proportional to the distribution P(w, r Y |θ Y ) estimated by the proposed image annotation model which, as described earlier, incorporates the context.
The distribution
represents the information from the article.
is the probability estimate from the training data X . It denotes the probability of the word w being part of the caption, if it occurs in the associated article, for the training items of a certain context-category C k .
The constant φ, in equation 4, denotes the relative emphasis on two contributing distributions, representing the information from the image and its associated article. φ = 1 and φ = 0 present the cases when we predict H Y on the basis of only one source of information (image and article, respectively). In our experiments, the best results are obtained when information from both sources are combined, i.e. φ ∈ (0, 1).
The 
The selection of H Y incorporates the information from both the image and its article, in a context-sensitive manner.
VII. CONTEXT ESTIMATION
Image annotation and caption generation stages of the proposed framework employ the P(X|C k ) and P(C k |θ Y ) distributions. These distributions represent the association of the training and the test items with the context-categories, respectively. In this section, we describe the proposed procedures to estimate these distributions from four sources, and to combine contextual information extracted from all sources.
A. Scene Analysis
Various studies suggest that humans identify scenes by quickly extracting semantic categorical properties of images, rather than by identifying the individual objects present in the scenes [34] , [35] . Once the scene has been recognized, it enables us to make an educated guess about the objects shown in the scene. Object detection for an image can be improved by incorporating its context in the process [36] . Scene analysis of an image can provide the requisite contextual information.
Scene recognition is often presented as a classification problem with finite number of classes/scene-types ('inside city', 'open country', etc.). It is intuitively evident that the probability distributions over finite set of objects ('car', 'window', 'tree', etc.) would be different for images of different scene-types. Such distributions should be used to identify image details to be predicted as its annotations. A 'good' annotation method should be biased towards predicting certain annotations, where the bias is based on the scene analysis of the image.
We used two different scene representations for images. 1) The GIST representation describes images in terms of perceptual dimensions (openness, roughness, etc.) which can be computed by spectral analysis of images [35] . 2) Recently, convolutional neural networks have been trained over 2.5 million images of Places dataset to predict approximately 200 different scene-types [37] . We processed the images through such CNN and extracted features from the last fully connected layer (fc7) as the scene representation vectors for images. We refer to these features as "PlacesCNN".
We devised a common framework that can estimate the context from any of these scene features. This framework clusters training images (X ) based on the similarity in their scene features (GIST or PlacesCNN). Each cluster, X C s , represents a scene-class or a context-category C s .
where
where G Y X s denotes the scene features vector of the training image X I ∈ X C s which is the most similar to scene features vector θ s Y . is the covariance matrix, assumed to be of the form γ I, where I is the identity matrix, and γ can be selected empirically over a held-out portion of data.
We employ the hierarchical clustering with a cutoff threshold and the maximum allowed size of the clusters as the system parameters. If a cluster exceeds the maximum size limit, it is further divided by hierarchical clustering. Clusters with a single (or a very small number of) member(s) are dropped out. The goal is to come up with a set of context clusters, where the size of each cluster falls under a narrow range, resulting in a relatively even distribution among context-categories for the training data. Note that no supervision is involved in the process and the association of the test image Y I with the context-categories is not discrete. It is encoded in a continuous domain distribution P(C s |θ s Y ). Hence, the image Y I is assumed to depict the characteristics of multiple types of scenes. The number of clusters dictates the resolution of the scene-based distinction among images. We thoroughly evaluated the effectiveness of both GIST and PlacesCNN, as well as the effects of the number of scene clusters on the performance of the annotation system (see Section VIII-A.4 for details).
B. Topic Modeling of Articles
The news image-caption pair shown in Figure 1 (b) illustrates how real-world captions for news images are written in the context of their associated articles. News image annotation systems should also incorporate the context from articles.
Blei et al. proposed latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) based probabilistic topic modeling of document collections [19] . Each document is modeled as a mixture of the 'latent' topics. We employ a similar generative model for context estimation from articles associated with training images in the set X . Assuming X d represents the article associated with X I .
•
X is a K -dimensional Dirichlet random variable where K is the size of the set of underlying topics. These topics form the set of context-categories, C (see Section VIII-A.4 for the effects of the parameter K ). L is the length of the document, and is assumed to be a fixed number. The most interesting distribution is P(C d |θ d X ) which denotes the probability of the topic C d ∈ C, conditioned on the article
is an estimate of the topics covered in the article X d , and therefore encodes the context of the image X I .
LDA is used to train a topic model over articles in the training data, estimating P(C d |θ 
C. Context Estimation From Metadata
There are two types of metadata available with each news item, i.e. the news category label and the article keyword. We employ metadata for context estimation as well.
1) News Categories: News websites generally classify news articles in a few broad classes, such as 'politics', 'world', 'entertainment', etc. We refer to these classes as news categories. Table II shows sample news categories for a few news websites. Different news sources have unique news categories' sets but many news categories (e.g., 'Politics', 'Sports', 'Business' and 'Media') are common between news sources of similar type. 'Local' or 'National' categories indicate different sets of news stories based on the origin of the news source. The Guardian has a news category named 'UK' and The Washington Post has a category for 'U.S.' news. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the data over news categories in the dataset that we collected from the website of the TIME magazine. Section IV describes the details of this dataset. It is evident that the data distribution is not uniform.
We argue that the news categories also provide context information for predicting annotations of an image. For example, images in the 'Business' category of US-based news papers are more likely to have words like 'Wall Street' in their captions than the images from the 'Entertainment' category. Results shown in Section VIII-A.3 support our argument.
The set of news categories of size K is considered the set of context-categories such that C n is the context-category corresponding to the n th news category. If X n denotes the index of the news category associated with X ∈ X , then the subset X C n of size N n contains all training images X with X n = n.
If Y n denotes the news category of the test item Y , then θ n Y = Y n encodes the news category based the context of Y .
2) Article Keywords: Keywords assigned to articles usually form hyperlinks to connect articles discussing similar 'topics' or stories, to make it easier for readers to navigate to relevant articles. We also used keywords for context estimation.
The set of keywords for a news source is larger and more rapidly evolving than the set of news categories for the same source. Figure 4 shows the data distribution over keywords for our TIME dataset (see Section IV for the details of the dataset). The distribution is extremely non-uniform, indicating that some keywords are vastly more popular than the others. News websites introduce new keywords and employ old keywords in the context of a new event. Thus, the set of keywords cannot be treated in the same manner as the set of categories, which tends to remain the same over long periods of time.
Since the main purpose of keywords is to link articles with similar topics together for easy navigation for readers, it is intuitively correct to assume that the real distinction between articles having different keywords lies in their probability distribution over the set of underlying topics employed during the generation of the article collection.
We assume that there is a finite set of unique keywords assigned to the articles in the training set X . X key denotes the keyword assigned to the article X d of the training item X ∈ X . We concatenate all articles assigned the same X key and form one key-document ( d key ). The number of keydocuments is the same as the number of unique keywords. We employ latent Dirichlet allocation for topic modeling of the set of key-documents (See Section VII-B for the topic modeling process).
The topic modeling process assumes that there is a set of underlying topics C of size K , employed in the generation of the collection of key-documents. Latent Dirichlet allocation estimates P(C key |θ d key ) where C key ∈ C, i.e. the association of a key-document with a certain underlying topic. θ d key is a K -dimensional Dirichlet random variable. Each topic C key corresponds to one context-category and a subset of training samples X C key . The set X C key consists of all X ∈ X such that X key corresponds to the key-document d key and
The test instance Y has a corresponding key-document 
D. Combination of Heterogeneous Context Sources
Any set of news images may have more than one sources of context available from among those mentioned in the previous sections. It is intuitive to exploit all available sources but the quality of context information from every source may not be the same. Therefore, simply concatenating distributions P(C t |θ t I ) from each source t is not ideal, as it puts equal emphasis on each context source. We formulated the solution in terms of weighted renormalization.
Let us assume that three information sources (g, h and q) are being employed, resulting into three sets of context-categories, i.e., C g , C h , C q (14) such that
The optimal value of α = [α g α h α q ], tuned with respect to the accuracy of predicted annotations also indicates the relative quality of the context information source. In our experiments, we include an additional context source 'general' consisting of all training items and with a uniform distribution over all 
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We used the BBC dataset and the TIME dataset for evaluation of the proposed framework. The BBC dataset contains 3352 image-caption-article tuples collected from the BBC UK website 7 [26] . This is a small dataset with no information regarding the news categories or the article keywords. We used the two available context sources, i.e. the image and the article, for the annotation and the caption generation for this dataset. The texts of the articles and captions are tokenized, lemmatized, and parts-of-speech tagged with TreeTagger. The vocabulary set consists of only nouns, verbs and adjectives. 8 Smaller size and the lack of availability of metadata for the BBC dataset motivated us to collect the TIME dataset (Section IV). Our dataset is more than six times the size of the BBC dataset, and contains all the context sources discussed in Section VII. We studied the relative effectiveness of the context sources and the effects of various system parameters on this dataset. We used randomly picked subsets consisting of 10% of the total data, as test sets for both datasets.
IAPR TC-12, 9 ESP game, 10 Flickr30K 11 and MSCOCO 12 datasets are mentioned in Section VIII-C in the context of studying the semantic gap and the effectiveness of our context-sensitive modeling to bridge this gap. The IAPR TC-12 dataset contains 19846 images taken by tourists and carefully described in a few sentences. Flickr30K and MSCOCO datasets contain approximately 31000 and 124000 Flickr 13 images, respectively. Human annotators with no background knowledge of the images were asked to write captions for them. After tokenization and part-of-speech tagging, only frequently occurring nouns, verbs and adjectives are included in the vocabulary set for all of these datasets. A subset containing 21844 items of images tagged by the ESP game, has also been popularly used to evaluate the annotation models. The vocabulary sets for all of these datasets contain approximately 300 words. We employed the same split of the data between the test and the training sets as employed by previously published papers involving these datasets.
In Sections V and VI, r Y = {r y1 , r y2 , . . . , r y B } is used to denote the visual features of the image Y I . Various visual features have been explored previously, e.g. the image segments or blobs [38] , and visual words based on the clusters of SIFT features [4] , [39] , [40] . Image segmentation and clustering are expensive procedures and there is no conclusive evidence of one-to-one correspondence between the visual words and the annotations. Quantization errors are introduced while transforming continuous-domain visual features to discrete-domain visual words. Therefore, we chose computationally inexpensive grid-based visual features, employed previously [2] , [26] , and [27] . Each image is divided by a fixed grid. Each grid section or tile is assigned a 30-dimensional features vector containing 18 color features (mean and standard deviation of channels of RGB, LUV and LAB color-spaces) and 12 texture features (Gabor energy computed over 3 scales and 4 orientations). Each tile is one visual unit r b .
A. Automatic Image Annotation
In this section, we present the evaluation of the proposed annotation model context-AIA.
1) The Evaluation Metric: Each image is annotated with the top 10 words based on the estimated joint probability. We report the popular evaluation measures of image annotation systems, i.e. the mean values of precision and recall per word and the number of words with positive recall (N + ). We denote the context estimated from different sources as scene (GIST scene features), scene-Places (PlacesCNN scene features), article (news article), category (news category), and key (article keywords). Each notation is appended by the number of context-categories formed by using that source.
2) The Comparison Models: The availability of auxiliary information gives rise to various baseline methods such as the use of the titles, the most frequent or the top tfidf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) words of the article as annotations for the accompanying image. Feng et al. proposed extended relevance model (extModel) [26] and the joint generative modeling of textual and visual words (mixLDA) [27] to annotate news images in light of the available auxiliary information. These models were also used for comparison. Representatives from two major classes of image annotation models, i.e. the multiple Bernoulli relevance model (MBRM) [2] from the relevance model methods, and the TagProp [3] from the nearest-neighbor type systems, were also considered.
3) Results: Table III shows the performance comparison on the BBC dataset. Tables IV and V contain the performance comparison over the TIME dataset. Our approach outperforms various other methods over both the datasets. TABLE III   PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR THE BBC DATASET   TABLE IV   BASELINE PERFORMANCE (TIME DATASET) based methods, but our context-AIA framework outperforms the signature nearest-neighbor type algorithm, i.e. TagProp. Modest performance of TagProp also indicates the inefficiency of the nearest-neighbor approach in dealing with large vocabulary sets. Size of the vocabulary set for the TIME dataset is 1200, about four times the size of the sets used for the datasets like IAPR TC-12 and ESP [3] .
We appended the GIST features with the grid-based image representations and used MBRM for annotation (MBRM-GIST in Table V) . Context-AIA model outperforms MBRM-GIST when employing GIST as a context source. It proves that the scene characteristics of images are the most effective when used as a context source.
Our method context-AIA outperforms extModel, txtLDA and mixLDA [26] , [27] . Interestingly, mixLDA performs better than extModel on the TIME dataset. This trend is opposite to that observed on the BBC dataset.
The results in Table V shows that the scene and the category are sources of high-quality context. Both GIST and PlacesCNN scene features seem to be equally effective. Therefore, we used only one of these features, i.e., GIST, for further experiments. The article and the key seem to be sources of modest quality. Combining multiple sources of contextual information helps the performance of the framework. When effective context sources like scene and category are combined, the performance improves beyond what these sources achieve individually.
News articles contain rich semantic information but perform only modestly well when used as a context source. This can be explained in terms of the noise. A news article may discuss a number of different 'topics' while the accompanying image may be relevant to only a few of them. Therefore, when all 'topics' of the news article are used as context-cues, the system faces difficulty in focusing on the 'topics' relevant to the image context. The evolving nature of keywords explains their relative inefficiency as a context source for image annotation.
We experimented with the number of context-categories for each source (except for the news categories as the number of news categories is fixed for the dataset). For the scene analysis, the number of context-categories is controlled by the cutoff threshold and the maximum allowed size of the clusters. The number of topics used in the topic modeling decides the number of context-categories for articles and keywords. The performance remains stable for a wide range of the number of context-categories. Increasing the number of categories beyond a certain limit, does not improve the performance. In our approach, the vocabulary varies from one contextcategory to another (V C k for the context-category C k ), instead of being fixed for all the data. We ensured that about the same number (approximately 1200) of unique words appear in the final output, i.e. the annotations predicted for the test images by adjusting the parameters of our method. Thus, the results of different versions of our method are comparable to each other and to baseline results.
B. Automatic Caption Generation
In this section, we present our experiments with caption generation systems.
1) The Evaluation Metric: Machine translation (MT) evaluation measures such as METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering) and TER (Translation Edit Rate) are employed for evaluating the caption generation systems [22] , [23] , [28] , [41] . These measures are designed to substitute for human evaluation if the reference translation is available, as human evaluation is subjective and expensive. Ground truth caption plays the role of the reference in caption generation experiments.
METEOR includes unigram matching as well as more advanced forms of matching, e.g. paraphrase, stemmed word, or synonym matches. As a result, METEOR achieves very high correlation with the human evaluations [42] .
where F mean is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
TER is the count of edits required to transform a sentence to match the reference sentence [43] .
INS, DEL, SUB, SHFT indicate the numbers of insertions, deletions, substitutions and shifts required to transform the sentence. N r is the length of the reference sentence. Lower TER indicates better performance. There is no provision to reward comparable lengths of the hypothesis and the reference sentences. Thus, shorter sentences tend to score low on TER. 14 Feng et al. used TER to report the results of their captioning model [28] . We used their model as our baseline. METEOR includes advanced similarity measures like synonyms and paraphrases, and rewards the appropriate length of the generated sentence. It also achieves the best correlation with the human judgment for evaluation of machine translation models. Therefore, we use both METEOR and TER to report the results.
2) The Comparison Models: Using the title of the associated article as the image caption is one simple baseline. To estimate the benefits of the context, our second baseline ignores the context and uses the cosine matching between the article sentences and P(w ∈ H Y |Y ) to select the best sentence
P(w, r Y ) is the resulting distribution from the image annotation step. This strategy is referred to as baseline-EXT. We selected one representative annotation method from each of the major classes of annotation methods, that produces highly accurate annotations for the TIME dataset (Table V), i.e., MBRM, TagProp, and extModel. All of these annotation methods ignore the context information. Therefore, baseline-EXT is insensitive to context when it incorporates P(w, r Y ) from the selected models. Feng et al. also proposed phrase-based abstractive caption generation approach (phrase-ABS) [28] , described as
Phrase p j has a head term (limited to the types of nouns, verbs and prepositions) with its modifiers.
where P( p j | p i ) is the phrase attachment probability and f (w i , w j ) indicates the number of times two phrases containing w i and w j are adjacent. P adap (w i |w i−1 , w i−2 ) is the trigram model adapted to the probabilities of the annotation model [28] . phrase-ABS is computationally more expensive than our context-EXT technique. We employed P(w, r Y ) from MBRM, TagProp, extModel, and the proposed context-AIA annotation model to compute P(w j ∈ H Y |w j ∈ Y d ) for the phrase-ABS method. Note that the phrase-ABS method is generally insensitive to the context, except when P(w, r Y |θ Y ) from the proposed context-AIA annotation model is incorporated. In that case, the evidence for caption generation from the image itself is estimated in a context-sensitive manner through the proposed annotation model, while the information from the article is processed without using the context. Tables VI and VII show the performance of various captioning models for the TIME and the BBC datasets, respectively. Since TER is highly affected by the average length of the generated captions, each of Tables VI and VII is divided into two blocks such that all the methods in one block generate captions of similar average length. Table VI shows the performance trends in terms of METEOR and TER on the TIME dataset. The proposed context-EXT method performs the best among all the tested methods in terms of METEOR. Captions generated by the titles and abstractive model phrase-ABS are of significantly smaller length as compared to all other methods. By design, the TER scores for these methods are better than those for all other techniques. Even in this case, the best score is generated by using P(w, r|θ Y ) from our context-sensitive annotation model (context-AIA) with phrase-ABS, proving the significance of the context in the caption generation process. We compared context-EXT on the BBC dataset in terms of TER as proposed by Feng and Lapata [28] . The first block of the table contains the baseline and the extractive techniques. Our context-EXT achieves the best score. In the second block, word and phrase based abstractive techniques are compared against each other. Method phrase-ABS together with the distribution P(w, r|θ Y ) estimated through our context-AIA annotation method, achieves the best TER score.
3) Results:

4) Observations:
We ran the Wilcoxon test to verify that the performance difference between context-sensitive caption generation techniques and the methods that ignore the context is statistically significant. We observed that the difference between METEOR scores of context-sensitive strategies (context-EXT and phrase-ABS(context-AIA)), and most other methods is statistically significant at default significance level of 0.05 (Table VI) .
We conclude that the incorporation of the context improves the performance of the caption generation process. METEOR which correlates highly with the human judgment, confirms that our context-sensitive extractive strategy (context-EXT) generates the best captions. The best performance in terms of TER, among strategies generating captions of similar average length, is also achieved when the context is incorporated in the process, i.e. context-EXT and phrase-ABS(context-AIA). 
C. Study of Semantic Gap in News Images
While the context is largely removed from the 'artificial' image descriptions of the datasets like IAPR TC-12 and MSCOCO ( Figure 5 ), news image captions describe both the contents and the context (Figure 6 ).
LeCun et al. proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn image representations for hand-written digit recognition [24] . Variations of their framework have been trained over the ImageNet dataset for object recognition. Each image of this dataset is labeled according to the object it shows [44] . Image features learned from such frameworks seem to bridge the gap between the image features and the semantic concepts as high as the labels of the ImageNet database, i.e. the names of everyday objects like 'car', 'chair', etc.
Features learned from ImageNet-trained CNN [45] for images of Flickr30K, IAPR TC-12, ESP, and MSCOCO datasets are effective in predicting annotations that match the ground truth image descriptions. Note that the 'artificial' ground truth descriptions of these datasets closely resemble the ImageNet labels like 'man', 'woman', 'box', etc. Features estimated at the last layer of the CNN correspond to 1000 ImageNet labels. The highest-weighted labels for some images of the TIME dataset are shown in bold font in Figure 6 . While these labels are meaningful in terms of visual contents of images, they have no correlation with the real-world ground truth captions of these images. Therefore, CNN features for images of the TIME dataset fail to perform well in predicting annotations that match ground truth descriptions of these images. Table VIII shows the results of context-AIA annotation model for various datasets with the grid-based and the CNN image features. Only scene analysis was used as the context source as it is the only common context source for all of the datasets. CNN features substantially improve the performance of context-AIA (even beyond those of more complex systems like [5] , [6] , and [46] ) for all the datasets except for the TIME dataset. Mean precision dropped below 10% for fc7 (the last fully-connected layer) features for the TIME dataset. The performance of conv5 (the last convolutional layer) features is slightly worse than that of simple grid-based visual features. We observed that CNN-RNN based caption generation system like NeuralTalk [25] are not suited to generate captions for images of the TIME dataset as these systems are essentially dependent on the effectiveness of CNN features.
The TIME dataset presents a classic challenge of transfer learning. Transfer learning deals with the cases where the training and the test datasets (the ImageNet and the TIME datasets, respectively), are different from each other [47] . Attempts to fine-tune the weights of the last layer of the ImageNet-trained CNN for the TIME dataset fail to reduce the loss of the network. Textual labels of the TIME dataset are characteristically too different from the ImageNet labels to successfully fine-tune the network.
IX. PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
A significant quality of our context estimation strategy is that the information from heterogeneous context sources can be combined to take advantage of all the available information. This process requires weighted concatenation of P(C k |θ Y ) estimated from different sources (Section VII-D). The weight vector α, optimized with respect to the accuracy of predicted annotations, indicate the effectiveness of different context sources. We explored two methods to optimize α.
A. Manual Tuning
We used a validation set, consisting of randomly picked 10% items from the training data, as a held-out dataset for tuning the weight vector α with respect to the accuracy of the predicted annotations. This approach was used to generate the results reported in Section VIII-A.3.
B. Least Squares Error Minimization
Estimation of the vector α is a least squares error optimization problem. Assuming that three context sources are being used,
Let X denote the validation dataset where N = |X |. 
One such vector is generated from context-AIA (Section V) for every available context source. The weighted combination of the information from all the sources translates to the weighted sum of the corresponding p g mn from all of these vectors. If g ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then
The ground truth G is a binary vector of size M × N . Entries from the indices [((n − 1) × M) + 1, n × M] of G represent the presence or the absence of each word of the vocabulary in the description of the n th image from the set X where n ∈ [1, N ]. The ground truth information for the set X is available as it is a subset of the labeled training dataset. The goal is to minimize the distance between the vectors U and G, i.e. to minimize the error in the annotation prediction. The comparison between the vectors U and G poses a problem. The vector U contains the joint probability estimate for the words and the images, and is in the continuous domain with the range [0, 1] whereas G is a binary vector with 0/1 values.
The output of the annotation model is a continuous-domain joint probability over all images and words. Each image is tagged with a certain number (say A) of words. Each image is assigned a vector of length M such that only the entries corresponding to the top A words are set to 1, according to the the joint probability estimate. This is the binary output.
The framework needs to know the weight vector α before converting the continuous domain system output (U ) to the binary domain for it to be compared against the ground truth represented by the binary vector G. Calculating the optimal vector α is the goal of this optimization process. Let W be the binary vector obtained after discretizing the vector U , and denote the discretization operator
is clearly a non-linear operator with α as its operand, prohibiting an easy optimization of α. To tackle this problem, we introduce a soft-max based approximation of .
Soft-max is a normalized exponential function, which is a smoothed approximation of the max function.
It approximates the max function since for z f >> z e ∀e = f , σ (z) f 1 and σ (z) e 0∀e = f [48] . To control the decay of this exponential function, z is set as a weighted version of the original vector o, i.e., z = νo. The higher value of ν implies sharper or steeper decay of the soft-max function.
Soft-max with a reasonable value of ν can approximate the operator . The value of ν is selected to ensure that the decay of the function allows for the top few entries of the vector to have substantial non-zero values, while making other entries close to zero. Let be the soft-max inspired approximation of operator, then
is still a non-linear function as it includes an exponential. For the ease of computation, we assume that our method operates in a limited region of the range of , where the response of the function is approximately linear. This implies that we can modify equation (31) as
then
The vectors W and G are then compared. In the optimal situation, the entries in the W corresponding to 1 s in the vector G have much higher values than the entries corresponding to the 0 entries of the vector G. We make use of the least squares error formulation to minimize the squared distance between W and G. Ideally, W = G, and from equation (35) 
Since ( T )( T ) −1 = I where I is the identity matrix, we have an expression for calculating the weight vector
1) Observations:
We observed that the ratios between the optimal weights for different context sources of the TIME dataset, through manual tuning and the least squares error (LSE) optimization are proportional to each other. Table IX presents the optimal weights for the context sources, optimized though the LSE, in terms of the ratios to the optimal weight of the context from scene analysis. For example, the first row indicates that the optimal weight for the article based context is 15% of that of the scene based context.
The context estimated from the scene analysis is of the highest quality as all other context sources are assigned fractions of its weight under the optimal conditions. News category is also a high quality context source as its optimal weight is 73% of that of the scene based context. This is consistent with the observations made in Section VIII-A.4. The optimal weight for the context from the news articles is modest (15% of the scene-based context), while the weight for the keywords is extremely low. As discussed in Section VIII-A.3, the noise introduced through the news articles and the evolving nature of the keywords can explain these weights.
X. CONCLUSION
Automatic image annotation and caption generation are important challenges in the organization of image databases. Previously proposed approaches to meet these challenges have been focused on generating annotations to match artificial image descriptions. In this paper, we focus on images associated with news articles and consider their real-world captions as the ground truth. Real-world captions include hints to the context of images. Inclusion of the context of images further weakens the correlation between the visual and the textual descriptions of images and hence, widens the semantic gap.
We argue that a 'good' system should be intelligent enough to incorporate the context of images, while predicting annotations and generating captions. We propose a framework that estimates the context from multiple source, both intrinsic and extrinsic to the image, for annotation prediction and caption extraction. Our experiments show that this approach bridges the semactic gap between images and words to produce descriptions closer to the real-world captions. We employ the probability space as the common representation space for various heterogeneous sources of context as it provides a natural way of combining information from multiple sources of different data modalities.
We collected a vast news image dataset, i.e., the TIME data. It is more than six times larger than the previously available BBC news dataset. It also has larger variety of auxiliary information available with images, e.g. articles, news categories, and keywords. We thoroughly evaluated our context-sensitive image annotation and caption extraction frameworks for the TIME, the BBC and various other datasets. The results show that the incorporation of context in addition to the contents of images, is an effective way of finding the annotations and the captions that match real-world image descriptions.
